SKILCRAFT Mobile Pixels Portable Monitor is a dual-screen laptop accessory that makes multitasking effortless. The iconic portable, external monitor complements mobile work, entertainment on the go and everything in between.

Portable Monitors can be purchased at abilityone.com, GSAAAdvantage or from an authorized AbilityOne Distributor.

Portable Secondary Laptop Monitor

NSN: 7025-00-NIB-0023
The SKILCRAFT Mobile Pixels Portable Laptop Monitor is easy to install:
1. Attach the slim magnetic adhesives to your laptop and slide out the display
2. Plug in the USB
3. And you’re ready to work!

Easily pair your portable monitor with any laptop or device including select Android phones, via USB-C or USB-A connections.

Portables Monitors can be purchased at abilityone.com, GSAAdvantage or from an authorized AbilityOne Distributor.